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As an American can confirm, but I do not understand why
that's the case lmao. I vividly remember standing at the
school bus stop waiting in the rain, completely soaked. And
as a black friend once told me, white people smell like wet
dog when we get rained on lmao. Why do we do this shit?
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GamingManReal · 3h

I love that americans are so emasculated that they do
literally anything to gain a shred of "sigma points" in any
way they can so people dont notice their missing foreskin A
real man does whatever the fuck he wants. There is nothing
more manly than ordering a sweet pink alcohol drink with a
barbie sticker at the bar if thats what he wants
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SovietMeme360 · 6h

can confirm, sigma males dont use umbrellas
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Ruibii · 2h

For a country in which you're scared of catching a cold
people are really bold about that
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Jay_Mohrs · 9m

Imagine thinking you're harder than the weather.
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StarvalleyDew · 5m

I got made fun of for wearing a poncho while riding my
bike. They told me that my dick will shrink for wearing a
poncho in the rain and I will never get a girlfriend because
I'm too much of a pussy.
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We just enjoy water
Edit:why are you upvoting this so much
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PizzaPotamus1 · 6h

I just dont wanna carry it around with me all day once it
stops raining
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r/hydrohomies
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ax_colleen · 5h

I wanted to bathe in the rain, but back then acid rain is a
thing.
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redape2050 · 3h

here take this upcummy and shut up
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D1SCRD1A3 · 8h

I've got my pride and I know how to hide
All my sorrow and pain
I'll do my crying in the rain
Besides umbrellas are gay, every real man knows it
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LemonsRkool · 6h

Ooh billy and mandy pic. Gg
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Bardpilled
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